The TC-15CC is designed for small to medium contractors with easy maneuverability, optimal versatility and high productivity. Its 15-cubic-yard hopper allows you to feed material using a large wheel loader or excavator. And with the unit’s 5-foot by 12-foot double deck screen and return conveyor that swings out to stockpile material, you can produce as many as four products or just one by simply closing the circuit.
A 15-cubic-yard hopper features hydraulic sides that fold in for transportation. The hopper is also paired with a 40-inch vibrating feeder, including a 44-inch by 5-foot double deck pre-screen for making sized product via the dirt conveyor.

The 5-foot by 12-foot heavy-duty high-energy double deck screen works with two side transfer conveyor belts for producing multiple products. Simply rotate the return conveyor out to make four products or keep it in place to return the oversize to the crusher to be re-crushed.

The TC-15CC’s wireless remote control operates the tracking and operation of the plant while a user-friendly operator control station controls the CAT® power unit as well as all crusher startup and shutdown functions. Manual hydraulic control valves manage the set-up functions.

A vibrating crusher discharge pan feeder minimizes the risk of ripping a belt when running recycled materials. The pan feeder also places material onto a 48-inch-wide screen feed conveyor, allowing for maximum production from the crusher.

FEATURES

- ENGINE: 350-horsepower CAT® C-9 ACERT (Tier 4 final)
- HOPPER CAPACITY: 15 cubic-yard hopper
- DOUBLE DECK PRE SCREEN: 44 inches by 5 feet
- DOUBLE DECK SCREEN BOX: 5 feet by 12 feet
- ROTOR SIZE: 40 inches by 43 inches